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ABSTRACT
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are sudden releases of plasma from the sun’s chromosphere
and corona into the heliosphere. CMEs fuel many of the extreme weather conditions in space. As
society has increasingly incorporated electronics into many common lifestyles, CMEs have become
of interest due to the interference they may pose against such electronics.
The Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO) onboard the Solar and
Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) satellite constantly records electromagnetic data from the corona
and chromosphere and transmits this data to Earth in the form of images. Currently, CMEs are
identified manually, which is tedious and results in some recorded CME occurrences remaining
unidentified. This paper describes a project intended to automate the process of identifying CMEs
within those images using various computer vision techniques. First, the CMEs and the processes of
studying them are discussed. Next, the paper explains the image processing operations used to
identify possible CMEs within the image. Finally, the results and ramifications of the project are
considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.

WHAT ARE CORONAL MASS EJECTIONS?
A coronal mass ejection, or CME, is the sudden occurrence of the release of plasma from the

chromosphere and corona into the heliosphere (Green 2018). CMEs are related to a range of
phenomena which are observable in almost every electromagnetic wavelength (Hudson et al.
2006). For this reason, a variety of techniques is used to study CMEs, including optical/UV data,
radio data, EUV/X-ray data, and interplanetary data (Hudson et al. 2006). The sun’s corona is
analyzed using a coronagraph, defined as a telescope that suppresses the sun’s bright photosphere
via occultation to image only the corona (Hudson et al. 2006). Prior to the invention of the
coronagraph by Lyot in 1930, studies of the corona were only available during total solar eclipses
(Brueckner et al. 1995). Since then, numerous coronagraphs have been launched into space on
satellites, where they are able to view much deeper into the corona (Brueckner et al. 1995).
Coronagraphs observe Thomson-scattered light from free electrons in heliospheric and
coronal plasma in order to monitor the outward flow of density structures emitted by the sun
(Webb and Howard 2012). Outward-flowing plasma whose electron density is greater than that of
the surrounding corona is an indication of a CME occurrence (Green et al. 2018). While CMEs may
exhibit a variety of forms, some have a classical “three-part” structure composed of “compressed
plasma ahead of a flux rope followed by a cavity surrounded by a bright filament” (Webb and
Howard 2012). This structure often appears as “an outer bright front, and a darker underlying
cavity within which is embedded a brighter core” (Hudson et al. 2006). These areas of high
contrast, particularly the outer bright front, are the primary indicators of the presence of a CME
that are sought within the images throughout this project.
1.2.

DATA
The images used in this project were gathered from the SOHO LASCO CME Catalog, which

contains images taken by the Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO) onboard the
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Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) satellite. The catalog contains all CMEs that have been
manually identified since 1996 (Gopalswamy 2005), just after the SOHO mission launched in late
1995 (Webb and Howard 2012). This CME catalog is generated and maintained at the CDAW Data
Center by NASA and The Catholic University of America in cooperation with the Nava Research
Laboratory. SOHO is a project of international cooperation between ESA and NASA.
LASCO was launched with three coronagraphs, each with a different field of view that
overlaps the others (Brueckner et al. 1995). The purpose behind using three different
coronagraphs was to overcome two shortcomings with space-borne coronagraphs: the limitation
of the observation of the sun’s corona to that above 1.5 solar radii (R⊙), and the restriction of the
size of the aperture to a few centimeters (Brueckner et al. 1995). The three coronagraphs C1, C2,
and C3 each have a field of view of 1.1 to 3.0 R⊙, 1.5 to 6.0 R⊙, and 3.7 to 30 R⊙, respectively
(Brueckner et al. 1995). Currently, only C2 and C3 operate because C1 was disabled in June 1998
(Gopalswamy 2005). Most of the events are recorded with both C2 and C3 unless otherwise noted
in the catalog. Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively show a diagram of the C2 and C3 coronagraphs.
1.3.

PURPOSE
CMEs are of interest because they fuel extreme weather conditions in space. An example of

such a phenomenon was the Carrington event of 1859, in which a CME reached Earth in only 17.5
hours (Green et al. 2018). The potential influence of a CME depends on a number of factors. Higher
speeds, stronger sustained southward magnetic fields, and high plasma densities are all
components of stronger CMEs (Green et al. 2018).
The influence of CMEs is a major concern for modern society, which has largely
incorporated electronic technology into everyday life. NASA began to track CMEs to learn more
about the circumstances of their occurrences in an effort to gain the ability to predict when they
will happen. For instance, the Solar Mass Ejection Images (SMEI) operated onboard the Coriolis
spacecraft from 2003 to 2011 (Webb and Howard 2012). Over the course of its operation, SMEI
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Figure 1. The optical layout of the C2
coronagraph (Brueckner et al. 1995)

Figure 2. The optical system and
instrument tube of the C3 coronagraph
(Brueckner et al. 1995)

observed nearly 400 CMEs, many of which were directed toward Earth, and used the collected data
to predict arrival times and speeds of CMEs (Webb and Howard 2012).
Currently, CMEs are identified manually from the images collected from coronagraphs such
as LASCO (Gopalswamy 2005), which is a tedious undertaking. This project seeks to automate the
process of identifying CMEs within those images using various computer vision techniques.
1.4.

GOAL
The goal of this project is to automatically fit models of CMEs over corresponding CMEs

within images from SOHO. If a CME is successfully identified in just one image out of a sequence of
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images capturing an entire event, then there is the potential of tracking the CME throughout the
whole sequence of images (see section 4.2.3)
1.5.

TOOLS
The project is coded in python and utilizes the numpy library, a highly optimized set of

array operations, and the OpenCV library, a set of computer vision techniques designed for realtime applications. In python, grayscale images are stored as matrices of dimensions [512 × 512],
since images are 512 pixels by 512 pixels, and each pixel has only a one-byte intensity channel. For
colored images—which, in this project, are used only for illustrative purposes—the images are
stored as matrices of dimensions [512 × 512 × 3]. The third dimension of the image array contains
three values for every pixel, one value for each of the color channels red, green, and blue, and each
color channel is stored with a one-byte (8-bit) resolution.
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2. PROCESSING THE IMAGES
The objective of processing the grayscale images in the catalog is to isolate the area of the
image that contains the CME and determine the parameters that define its shape. The course of
actions undertaken to achieve this objective consists of reducing noise within the image, defining
the region of the image where the CME is located, and, from this region, retrieving the necessary
parameters to render a model of the CME. The image processing operations in this project are
performed only on grayscale images.
2.1.

NOISE REDUCTION
The images in the catalog contain several artifacts such as salt-and-pepper noise and small

stray marks that may cause false identification of features. This noise is primarily the result of
inhomogeneities within the glass and on the surface of the lens (Brueckner et al. 1995). The first
step in processing the images in the catalog is to remove as much of the noise as possible while
preserving the features of interest.
2.1.1. BILATERAL FILTER—The bilateral filter is a way to reduce noise in an image while
preserving the sharpness of edges. In a bilateral filter, the intensity of each pixel is balanced with
that of surrounding pixels similarly to a Gaussian blur (see section 2.1.2). However, the influence of
the blurring process is reduced when the pixel lies in a location with a rapid change in intensity.
The bilateral filter uses both domain and range filtering, where the pixels are weighted by closeness
in the domain of the filter and by dissimilarity in the range (Tomasi and Manduchi 1998). The
combined domain-range filter, or bilateral filter, is defined by the following (Tomasi and Manduchi
1998):
∞

ℎ(𝑥) = 𝑘

−1

∞

(𝑥) ∫ ∫ 𝑓(𝜉)𝑐(𝜉, 𝑥)𝑠(𝑓(𝜉), 𝑓(𝑥)) 𝑑𝜉
−∞ −∞

The normalization, which ensures that the calculated weights all sum up to one (Tomasi and
Manduchi 1998), is as follows:
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∞

∞

𝑘(𝑥) ∫ ∫ 𝑐(𝜉, 𝑥)𝑠(𝑓(𝜉), 𝑓(𝑥)) 𝑑𝜉
−∞ −∞

In the bilateral filter equation, f(x) is the intensity at point x; c(ξ, x) is the geometric
closeness between center x and nearby point ξ; and s(f(ξ), f(x)) is the photometric similarity
between the pixel at x and the pixel at point ξ. This project uses the special case of the shiftinvariant Gaussian bilateral filter, where the closeness and similarity functions are the following
Gaussian functions (Tomasi and Manduchi 1998):

𝑐(𝜉, 𝑥) =

2
1 ‖ξ−x‖
− (
)
𝑒 2 𝜎𝑑

𝑠(𝑓(𝜉), 𝑓(𝑥)) =

2
1 ‖f(ξ)−f(x)‖
− (
)
𝜎𝑟
𝑒 2

The geometric spread σd defines the spatial extent to which pixels are used to combine
values from other pixels. Larger values of σd result in a more blurred image (Tomasi and Manduchi
1998). The photometric spread σr defines the intensive extent to which values are used. Pixel
intensities above σr are left alone while intensities below σr are blurred together (Tomasi and
Manduchi 1998). This project uses values of σd = 20 and σr = 50, which seemed to produce a
suitable balance of noise reduction and feature retention. Figure 3 shows an image containing a
CME (a) originally and (b) after a bilateral filter with the previously described parameters is
applied.
2.1.2. GAUSSIAN BLUR—To further reduce noise, a standard Gaussian filter was applied.
This filter uses only the domain low-pass filter, which assigns weights based only on the distance
from the central pixel to nearby pixels. The Gaussian function used is the following:

𝑔(𝜉, 𝑥) =

2
1 ‖ξ−x‖
− (
)
𝑒 2 𝜎
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3. (a) Original CME and (b) after
applying a bilateral filter. Image taken
October 9, 2003, at 10:06 UT.

In this case, σ, which defines how blurry the image appears, has a value of 1.0. Figure 4
shows an image containing a CME (a) originally and (b) after the application of both a bilateral filter
and a Gaussian blur.
2.2.

DEFINING A REGION OF INTEREST
To find the area of the image that is most likely to contain the CME, the image was divided

into cells, and the contrast of each cell was evaluated. Radial cells were likely to show more
contrast in areas of interest than rectangular cells due to the plasma extending radially outward
from the sun. To this end, the image was divided into 20 conic cells, each with a central angle of 24
degrees so that the cells would overlap slightly. The reason for this overlap is to prevent an isolated
gap of low contrast surrounded by cells of higher contrast from dividing the width of the CME.
Out of a range of 0 to 255, the background of event-free images had an average pixel
intensity of approximately 127, with deviations occurring due to noise. The central area of each
image, representing the sun, also had an intensity value of 127, as did any area of the image that did
not contain any data from LASCO. Therefore, an intensity value of 127, halfway between black
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (a) Original CME and (b) after applying both a bilateral filter
and Gaussian blur. Image taken February 5, 2014, at 4:36 UT.

(intensity of 0) and white (intensity of 255), is associated with a lack of activity. After plotting the
intensity values of the pixels of the cell with a histogram, the intensity deviation D of each radial cell
was measured using the formula

∑255
𝑖=0 |127 − 𝑖| × 𝑛𝑖
𝐷=
𝑁
In the above equation, i is the intensity value of each histogram bin, ni is the number of pixels in
each bin, and N is the total number of pixels in the conic cell. The longest consecutive streak of cells
with an average pixel intensity deviation of D ≥ 20 defines the area in which the CME is located, and
further processing may be done in that area to more precisely fit the CME model. Ideally, features
outside of the range of interest, such as streamers, are cropped from analysis (see section 3.2).
Figure 5 shows an image of a CME masked by a radial cell.
2.3.

IDENTIFYING CONTOURS
After masking the Gaussian-blurred image with the new region of interest, a threshold is

applied to binarize the image, where all pixels with an intensity of at least 192 are made white,
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Figure 5. CME image masked by a radial cell.
Image taken March 4, 2011, at 7:24 UT.

while all others are made black. This process produces an image of blob-like contours, which are of
interest because they can be used to define the outer flow of compressed plasma in a typical threepart CME structure (Webb and Howard 2012). After the threshold is applied, a morphological
transformation is used to smooth the binarized image and close any small holes that may remain in
the contours. The algorithm used to identify the boundaries of the contours and store them as an
array of vertices was proposed by Suzuki and Abe (1985).
2.4.

LOCATING THE BOUNDARIES OF THE CME
After storing the vertices of the contour boundaries in arrays of x-y coordinates, a new

image is created with the foreground pixels stored in the array depicted white, while the
background remains black. Essentially the new image contains the outlined version of the contours
created by the threshold operation. Next, the distance from each pixel in the array to the center of
the image is calculated, with the most distant pixel defining the altitude of the CME. Additionally,
the direction from the center to each pixel in the array is computed, and the difference between the
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largest and smallest values define the arc width of the CME. Figure 6 shows an image of a CME (a)
after the threshold is applied and (b) after the contour and extreme points are identified.
2.5.

MODELING THE CME
The previous steps were implemented to isolate the CME in a way that allows for

determining the parameters that define the shape of the model. The model used to overlay the
CMEs onto the images is based off the graduated cylindrical shell (GCS), a model used to represent
the flux rope structure of some CMEs (Thernisien 2011). Depending on the direction from which
the model is viewed, it is often called the “hollow croissant” when viewed face-on or the “ice-cream
cone” when viewed edge-on (Thernisien 2011). Figure 7 depicts (a) the face-on view of the CME
model and (b) the edge-on view. In the models, α denotes the half angle of the model, δ denotes the
half angle of the cone, and h denotes the height, which is the distance between points O and H.
These three parameters are sufficient to define the CME using the GCS model (Thernisien 2011). In
the simplified case where α = 0, the model is always an ice cream cone shape. This simplified model

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) CME after the binary threshold is applied. (b) The outline of the CME,
indicating the pixels stored in the contour array. The red dot indicates the farthest
point from the center, while the green dots indicate the extent of the arc width. Image
taken June 18, 2006, at 3:30 UT.
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is currently used to fit all CMEs in this project. The other two parameters are retrieved in the
previous step (see section 2.4). The parameter h is the furthest distance along the contour lines
from the center, while δ is half the arc width. The origin O is the center of the image. The center of
the spherical section, which appears circular in the two-dimensional cross-section view, is denoted
by C. Inscribing the circle within a triangle using the two sides of the cone results in a shape akin to
that in Figure 8. In Figure 8, the locations of the vertices a and b are computed with the following
equations in cartesian coordinates:

𝑥𝑎,𝑏

𝜋
𝑅 cos 𝜑 tan (𝜑 − ) − 𝑅 sin 𝜑
2
= 𝑂𝑥 +
𝜋
𝛿
tan (𝜑 − ) − tan (𝜑 ± )
2
2

𝛿
𝑦𝑎,𝑏 = 𝑂𝑦 + (𝑥𝑎,𝑏 − 𝑂𝑥 ) tan (𝜑 ± )
2
The lengths A, B, and C in Figure 8 of the triangle are found using the point distance formula:
2

𝐷𝐴 𝑡𝑜 𝐵 = √(𝐴𝑥 − 𝐵𝑥 )2 + (𝐴𝑦 − 𝐵𝑦 )

The side lengths are used to compute the radius R of Figure 7 as follows:

𝑅=

√𝑠(𝑠 − 𝐴)(𝑠 − 𝐵)(𝑠 − 𝐶)
𝑠

In the above equation, the half-perimeter s is calculated from the following:

𝑠=

𝑎+𝑏+𝑐
2

Using this radius, the center of the circle C is a distance of h – R away from the origin O, in a
direction φ in which the CME is oriented. The coordinates of C are calculated as follows:

𝐶𝑥 = (ℎ − 𝑅) cos 𝜑 + 𝑂𝑥
𝐶𝑦 = (ℎ − 𝑅) sin 𝜑 + 𝑂𝑦
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The model is drawn with the sides of the cone stopping at the points of tangency T1 and T2
in Figure 8, so the model appears as it does in Figure 7(b). Examples of the rendered model can be
found in the next section, which discusses the results of this project.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. (a) Face-on “hollow croissant” view of the CME model (Thernisien 2011).
(b) Edge-on “ice cream cone” view of the CME model (Thernisien 2011).

Figure 8. Drawing of the CME model crosssection inscribed within a triangle.
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3. RESULTS
3.1.

EXAMPLES
Some examples of relatively successful use of models can be seen in Figure 9 below.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9. Examples of successfully fitted CMEs at the climax of activity. Image (a) taken
October 9, 2003, at 10:03 UT. Image (b) taken June 18, 2006, at 3:30 UT. Image (c) taken
March 4, 2011, at 7:24 UT. Image (d) taken May 16, 2015, at 12:36 UT.
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Halo CMEs, as seen in Figure 9(d), seemed to be especially successful compared to more jetlike CMEs due to the fact that their structures produce well-defined contours.
3.2.

STREAMER INTERFERENCE
A streamer is a dense structure in which solar wind material flows outward, and it appears

as a bright, narrow stream of plasma oriented radially outward from the sun (Webb and Howard
2012). The influence of streamers in locating the CMEs within images is of pertinence because of
the white light that the coronagraphs capture from them. On some occasions, the streamers do not
produce enough contrast to be included in the region of interest, or they are isolated from the
region of the image containing the CME (see section 2.2), as in Figure 9(c), where the streamer is
located clockwise to the CME. However, on other occasions streamers are close enough to the CME
and produce enough contrast to become included within the range of interest, increasing the halfangle δ of the cone model in Figure 7(a). This interference can be spotted in Figure 10. The
potential of detecting streamers is discussed in the conclusion of this paper (see section 4.2.1).

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. (a) The region of interest is widened by the presence of a prominent streamer within the
image. (b) The result of fitting the CME model. Image taken August 24, 2004, at 12:54 UT.
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4. CONCLUSION
4.1.

SUCCESS
The goal of this project was to properly fit a CME model over at least one image of a CME out

of a sequence of images depicting an event. In this regard, there were several successful fits of a
CME within sequences of images of a singular event. Just one image is significant because the
identification of one CME can potentially be used with tracking techniques to model the CME over
the entire sequence, and the utilization of learning strategies may allow for the identification of
CMEs in subsequent images.
4.2.

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
The CMEs are identified with only a few of the resources and techniques that are available

for use. There are numerous ways this methodology can be improved upon.
4.2.1. STREAMER DETECTION USING HOUGH LINES—Streamers complicate the process of
identifying valid ranges for the magnetic fields of the CME. However, their straight-shaped
property may allow for the use of the Hough Transform, a technique used to identify lines, circles,
and other primitives within a binary image containing edges (Galambos 1999). When defining a
range of interest (see section 2.2), if a Hough line is detected in the outer boundaries of the range,
the conic cell containing the Hough line may be excluded from the range. An illustration of the
result of the Hough transform applied to one image is depicted in Figure 11, where the technique is
used to search for lines within an image of a CME. In Figure 11(b), lines directed outward from the
base, labeled with a green dot, are colored blue, while other lines are colored orange.
4.2.2. MODELING DIFFERENT ORIENTATIONS—The LASCO coronagraph provides but one
viewpoint from which CMEs can be observed. The SECCHI onboard the STEREO mission provides
two more viewpoints for coronagraphic detection of CMEs (Thernisien 2011). Using these
viewpoints, the model of the CME could be rotated to the orientation of the GCS model viewed faceon, edge-on, or an interpolation of the two (Thernisien 2011).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. (a) The original image of the CME. (b) The result of applying Canny
edge detection and the Hough transform in the region of interest to identify lines.
Image taken March 4, 2011, at 7:24 UT.

4.2.3. IDENTIFYING SUBSEQUENT CMES—Successful identification of a CME within at least one
image in a sequence of images may allow for tracking of the CME throughout the sequence,
modeling the CME in each image based on the best fit of the most well-defined image. Additionally,
the development of learning strategies may allow for the identification of CMEs in new images
based on previously successful fits of CMEs of similar appearance.
4.3.

FINAL SUMMARY
The goal of this project was to automate the process of identifying and modeling CMEs

within image data produced by the LASCO coronagraph. This paper described the nature and
relevance of CMEs, along with the techniques that the project uses to automatically locate a CME
within an image and fit the GCS model of the CME over the image. While the project was successful
in achieving its goal, there remains much potential to improve upon its process of identifying CMEs.
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